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Influence maximization (IM) is fundamental to social network applications. It aims to find multiple seed nodes with an enormous
impact cascade to maximize these nodes’ spread of influence in social networks. Traditional methods for solving influence
maximization of the social network, such as the distance method, greedymethod, and PageRankmethod, may suffer from issues of
low calculation accuracy and high computational cost. In this paper, we propose a new bacterial foraging optimization algorithm
to solve the IM problem based on the complete-three-layer-influence (CTLI) evaluation model. In this algorithm, a novel grid-
based reproduction strategy and a direction-adjustment-based chemotaxis strategy are devised to enhance the algorithm’s
searchability. Finally, we conduct comprehensive experiments on four social network cases to verify the effectiveness of the
proposed algorithm. (e experimental results show that our proposed algorithm effectively solves the social network’s
influence maximization.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of various new Internet tech-
nologies in recent years, many social network applications [1],
such as Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp, and Instagram [1, 2],
have emerged and become increasingly fashionable. With an
increasing number of users and interconnections, the social
network applications usually serve as the popular information
exchange platform where online nodes’ information and
opinion are propagated in a word-of-mouth way [1], instead
of the traditional communication channels, for example,
landline and newspaper [2]. Furthermore, these social net-
works can also serve as the virtual marketing platform for
commercial advertisers [3], having the potential of saving
costs and increasing profit. Under such an information ex-
change environment, the spread of various user information
is dependent on the word-of-mouth communication coming
from social circles because the word-of-mouth effect from a
small group of seed nodes can lead to a broader range of
cascading influences. (erefore, selecting a set of seed nodes
that maximize the spread of information (e.g., opinions and
ideas) in the network is a significant problem faced by social

network decision-makers [4–9]. (is problem is called the
influence maximization (IM) problem. It has been shown
from the previous research that the IMproblem is anNP-hard
problem [10, 11], especially when the scale of the social
network increases. It is difficult for the optimization algo-
rithm to solve an NP-hard problem. (is paper focuses on
finding an effective algorithm to determine a specific seed
node that can maximize the target social network’s influence.

Domingos and Richardson [3] took the IM model as an
optimization problem according to market promotion
principles, used the evolutionary algorithm (EA) for pro-
cessing, and obtained satisfactory results. Kempe et al. [12]
demonstrated that the IM problem is an NP-hard problem
and the KK-greedy algorithm is an excellent optimization
method, which can obtain an optimal solution similar to
(1–1/e). Specifically, the independent cascade (IC) model
[13] and the weighted connection (WC) model used this
greedy algorithm to determine the initial seed node set
[12, 14]. (rough a set of experiments, the greedy algorithm
showed a significant improvement in terms of solution
accuracy compared with the degree-based heuristic algo-
rithm. However, the KK-greedy algorithm is rather
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computation-expensive, requiring many simulations for
computing in each round. Accordingly, it is inefficient to
deal with large-scale social network scenarios, where mil-
lions or even billions of online nodes and interconnections
are involved. Recently, many studies have made many efforts
to reduce the computational cost of the target social net-
work. Leskovec et al. [15] employed the greedy method’s
submodularity to propose a cost-effective delayed forward
strategy (CELF). Using this strategy, the calculation time of
the CELF algorithm can be a hundred times faster than the
previous greedy algorithm. Goyal et al. [5] proposed a new
CELF++ algorithm based on CELF, which is 35%∼55% faster
than CELF. After that, some heuristic algorithms were
improved and used to find a seed set of size k that can
influence other seeds in a specific social network propaga-
tion mode. However, these algorithms still face several
challenges. (ey are still inefficient in approximating the
influence spread.

As a promising bioinspired computation paradigm, the
evolutionary algorithms (EAs) [16–21] have shown a sig-
nificant potential to solve various complex IM problems.
EAs are widely used in many practical application problems
[22–27]. Among those, the bacterial foraging optimizer
(BFO) [19, 28] is a relatively new population-based opti-
mization paradigm due to its fast convergence and strong
robustness. Recent computation results have verified the
superior performance of BFO paradigms in solving various
complex real-world practical applications [29–32] because
the BFO algorithm can carry out parallel search and can be
easy to jump out of the local optimal solution. BFO algo-
rithm and its variants [32, 33] have shown powerful ability in
solving complex (binary multimodal) optimization prob-
lems with high dimensionality and large-sized data sets than
some previous intelligence algorithms. (e IM problem in
the social network is an NP-hard problem, and most social
network instances are large-sized graph structures with a
large number of discrete data interrelated. (erefore, the
NDBFO algorithm proposed by adding a new discrete
strategy and grid strategy has strong performance when
dealing with IM problems.

In this paper, based on the complete-three-layer-influ-
ence (CTLI) evaluation model proposed in our previous
work [32], a new discrete grid-based BFO is proposed to deal
with the complex IM problem of the social network. (is
algorithm’s basic idea is to integrate the grid-based search
strategy into the reproduction operation and incorporate the
direction-adjustment strategy into the chemotaxis opera-
tion. (e new strategy can enhance the algorithm’s devel-
opment and exploration search capabilities on IM problems.
(e contribution of our algorithm is as follows:

(1) Aiming at the complex CTLI problem, a new discrete
grid-based bacterial foraging optimization algorithm
(NDBFO) is proposed to approximate the propa-
gation range of nodes in the IC model. In this al-
gorithm, the reproduction operation is enhanced by
an improved grid-based strategy. (e direction-ad-
justment strategy improves the chemotaxis opera-
tion to deal with discrete variables. Compared with
the classic BFO algorithm, the NDBFO algorithm
can deal with complex discrete problems and has
better search performance.

(2) (e effectiveness and efficiency of the NDBFO al-
gorithm in terms of search accuracy and computa-
tional efficiency are verified through experiments.

(e remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, we present the background of the social network’s
IM problem. (e description of the model and algorithms is
proposed in Section 3. Section 4 proposes our algorithm
NDBFO. (e experiment results of our algorithm and other
compared algorithms are shown in Section 5. Conclusions
are outlined in Section 6.

2. Background

(e online social networks can be represented by graph
G� (V; E; A). V is a node set that represents all users. E is an
edge set that represents the social relationship between two
connected users. A is an adjacent matrix that represents
connections between nodes and edges. (e graph includes a
directed graph and an undirected graph. Specifically, (v, u)
(from v to u) and (u, v) are equivalent. Two connected nodes
can reach each other due to the undirected edge of the
undirected graph. (erefore, the undirected social network
is a special form of directed networks.

2.1. Propagation Model. Based on the IC model [22], the
calculations on the activation probability between nodes is
calculated as follows:

p(v, u) � (1 − p)
avu , (1)

where avu and p(v, u) are weight and probability of edge
(v, u), respectively. Also, node v will not have a chance to
activate node u again if node v does not activate node u.

2.2. Conventional Algorithms for IM. Qin et al. proposed a
three-layer approximation approach (TLAA) [34]. It is
defined as follows:

p(v)

1, v ∈ D(S, 0),

1 − 

u∈ Di− 1(u,v)∈E( )

1 − p(u) · p(u, v) · λi( , v ∈ D(S, i), 0< i< 4,

0, v ∈ D(S, i), i≥ 4,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(2)
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where λi is the propagation attenuation coefficient of the
layer-i (when i≥ 4, λi � 0), v ∈ D(S, i) represents that v is
owned by layer-i, and D(S, i) denotes the node set composed
of nodes whose shortest distance to the node seed set S is
equal to i.

2.3. Bacterial Foraging Optimization Algorithm. (e BFO
algorithm’s implementation is enabled by simulating the
foraging behavior of bacteria, as shown in Algorithm 1. Ned
is the maximum number of cycles in the elimination-dis-
persal loop, Nre is the maximum number of cycles in the
reproduction loop, Nc is the maximum number of cycles in
the chemotaxis loop, S is the number of bacteria in the
population. In BFO, the way of bacteria foraging is to
maximize energy in unit time. Bacteria communicate with
each other by sending signals. According to the above two
factors, bacteria make a reasonable foraging decision.
During this foraging process (lines 4–8 in Algorithm 1),
bacteria make the unit move step (chemotactic step-size)
C(i) to find food.

To be specific, there are four main processes in the classic
BFO algorithm: chemotaxis, swarming, reproduction, and
elimination-dispersal. In the chemotaxis process (lines 8-9 in
Algorithm 1), each bacterium generates a random vectorΔ(i),
and each bacteriummoves by chemotactic step-sizeC(i) until
meeting the criterion. (e cell-to-cell communication of
bacteria is performed by releasing cell-to-cell signaling in the
swarming process (lines 6-7 in Algorithm 1). (e repro-
duction process accelerates convergence by retaining elite
individuals. In the elimination-dispersal process, some bac-
teria are eliminated and a new replacement is initialized at
random, which maintains the diversity of the population.

3. Objective Model

3.1. Primary Definitions. In conventional models [35], a
node’s global influence is limited within the two-hop range.
Accordingly, the local influence estimation (LIE) is used to
approximate the influence spread within the two-hop area
for a set of nodes. Moreover, the LIE function can be in-
corporated to compute the influence spread in traditional IC
and WC models. (e three-degree theory [35] has recently
shown that the influence spread of a node in social networks
can be within the circle of neighbors’ neighbors’ neighbors
(i.e., three-hop area). As presented in [32], although the
information spread in a social network gradually deterio-
rates with the layers’ increase, we can consider the influence
of the nodes within three layers, which can be more accurate
than the conventional two-hop model [34].

For the sake of clarity, we first give the following basic
definitions:

Definition 1. S is the initial node set, and u, v, and m are
nodes:

(1) If u ∈ S, ∃(u, v), such that v ∈ ulayer1, then v is a
neighbor of u in layer-1

(2) If ∃(v, m), such that m ∈ vlayer1 and m ∈ ulayer2, then
m is a neighbor of u in layer-2

(3) If ∃(m, t), such that v ∈ tlayer1 and t ∈ ulayer3, then t
is a neighbor of u in layer-3

In practice, information diffusion exists across the layers
and exists in the same layer. Furthermore, the information
diffusion propagated not only from high to low but also from
low to high. (erefore, the three-degree model is necessary
to consider the propagation of intralayer and interlayer
simultaneously.

Next, based on the above definitions, we have introduced
a complete-three-layer-influence (CTLI) evaluation model
[32], aiming to approximate the influence spread within the
three-hop area of node set. Consequently, the IM problem
can be converted into an optimization model represented by
the CTLI functions.

3.2.CTLIModel. (emain idea of the CTLI is to incorporate
the propagation of interlayer and intralayer into the three-
degree model. In particular, as presented in our previous
work [32], the CTLI model is formulated in the following
procedures.

(e number of expected propagation nodes is calculated
as follows:

Layer-1:

δ1(S) � δ0− 1(S) + δ1− 1(S) + δ2− 1(S)

� 
v∈L(1)

1 − 
u∈L(0),(u,v)∈E

1 − p1(s, v)pλ1( ⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦

+ 
v∈L(1)

1 − 
w∈L(1)/v,(w,v)∈E

1 − p1(s, w)pλ2( ⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦

+ 
w∈L(1)

1 − 
m∈L(2),(u,v)∈E

1 − p2(s, w)pλ2( ⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦.

(3)

Layer-2:

δ2(S) � k + δ1− 2(S) + δ2− 2(S) + δ3− 2(S)

� k + 
m∈L(2)

1 − 
v∈L(1),(u,m)∈E

1 − p2(s, m)pλ2( ⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦

+ 
m∈L(2)

1 − 
n∈L(2)/m,(m,n)∈E

1 − p2(s, w)pλ3( ⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦

+ 
n∈L(2)

1 − 
t∈L(3),(t,n)∈E

1 − p3(s, w)pλ3( ⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦.

(4)
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Layer-3:

δ3(S) � δ2− 3(S) + δ3− 3(S)

� 
t∈L(3)

1 − 
m∈L(2),(m,t)∈E

1 − p3(s, t)pλ3( ⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦

+ 
t∈L(3)

1 − 
r∈L(3)/t,(r,t)∈E

1 − p3(s, t)pλ4( ⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦.

(5)

Given the above equations, the proposed CTLI function
is defined as

δCTLI � k + δ1(S) + δ2(S) + δ3(S), (6)

where u is a node in S, v and w are nodes in layer-1,m and n
are nodes in layer-2, t and r are nodes in layer-3, k is the
number of initial nodes, λi is a propagation attenuation
coefficient in layer-i, and pi is the final activation probability
of neighbor in layer-i.

4. Proposed Approach

Firstly, in the chemotaxis process, the novel principle of
chemotaxis is defined to accelerate the convergence, and a
novel strategy for solving a discrete problem is applied to this
step, as presented in Algorithm 2. An improved grid-based
strategy is then applied to the reproduction process to
maintain the diversity of the population, as displayed in
Algorithm 3.

4.1. Chemotaxis Process. (e updated ways of position and
direction in the BFO algorithm are redesigned according to
the characteristics of influence maximization that is a dis-
crete problem.

4.1.1. Update Way for the Direction of Chemotaxis. Each
bacterium in the population uses chemotaxis to find
promising areas, which is the most crucial step in the op-
timization process. Based on [22, 36], we make each

reference to excellent experience from others to promote the
poor convergence of BFO. In the NDBFO algorithm we
propose, the new update way for the direction of chemotaxis
is defined as follows:

∠θi � c1 ∗ Pbest − θi(  + c2 ∗ rand∗ Pbest − θi( 


, (7)

where c1 and c2 are learn factors and Pbest is the current
global optimal position.

First, we transform the chemotactic direction vector into
a probability vector s

g
ij using the sigmoid function. (is

probability vector is defined as follows:

s
g

ij �
1

1 + e
− ∠θg

ij



, (8)

pj θij  �
1, rand< s

g

ij,

0, otherwise,
j � 1, . . . , K, (9)

where s
g
ij is the updated probability of jth dimensional

decision vector of ith individual in gth iteration. It repre-
sents that the further away from the outstanding individual,
the greater the updated probability.

4.1.2. Update Way for the Position. (e position update way
can be calculated as follows:

θ’ij �
θij, pj θij  � 0,

Replace θij, N , pj θij  � 1,

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
(10)

where N is the node set in the social network.
Replace(θij, N) is a running function by randomly selecting
a node from node set N to replace element θij.

4.2. Reproduction Process. In the classic BFO algorithm, we
perform reproduction to mimic the evolutionary principle:
the survival of the fittest. (e unhealthiest bacteria will die.
On the contrary, healthier bacteria (those that produce
lower target functional values) split asexually into two
individuals in the same place, which keeps the population
size the same. Nevertheless, such operation is not

(1) Initialize the food sources (xi).
(2) Elimination-dispersal loop: l� 1 to Ned do
(3) Reproduction loop: k� 1 to Nre do
(4) Chemotaxis loop: j� 1 to Nc do
(5) For each i� 1 to S do
(6) Compute fitness function for ith bacteria, J (i, j, k, l).
(7) Let J(i, j, k, l) � J(i, j, k, l) + Jcc(θ

i(j, k, l), P(j, k, l)).
(8) Tumble: generate a random vector Δ(i).
(9) Swim: continue to move in the direction of Δ(i) with the chemotactic step-size C(i), and update the location of ith bacteria until

the fitness value does not become better.
(10) End for
(11) End Chemotaxis loop
(12) End Reproduction loop
(13) End Elimination-dispersal loop

ALGORITHM 1: BFO algorithm.
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considered because the more extensive the population
within a specific range, the more challenging the compe-
tition with the population. According to this consideration,
we proposed a novel reproduction of BFO using an im-
proved grid strategy.

We use a grid strategy to simulate that the larger the
population within a specific range, the more challenging the
competition with the population where the grid strategy is a
valuable technology to keep the diversity of individuals in
the population.

Although keeping the balance of convergence and di-
versity is difficult in the reproduction phase, the grid
strategy should be a natural way to combine them in BFO.
We denote the number of individuals in the grid as
crowding degree, which can reflect the diversity of the
population within a range. Since the diversity of the
population can be clearly shown in the grid, we can select
the individuals with solid adaptability by the fitness of the
individuals in the same grid.

Although the grid strategy can significantly improve
population diversity, the traditional grid strategy, shown in
Figure 1(a), is not very useful in real-world social networks
with enormous initial node numbers. Accordingly, we
proposed a modified grid strategy, which is described in
Figure 1(b), using Euclidean distance as the scale to divide
the grid. In this way, we can transform the multidimen-
sional grid problem into a single-dimensional grid
problem.

(e setting of the grid in the value of the kth dimensional
decision vector is shown in Figure 2. (e boundary values of
all dimensions in the population are recorded. Maximum
and minimum values are selected among these values,
denoted by min(ED) and max(ED).

In the improved grid strategy, min(ED) and max(ED)

represent the maximum and minimum Euclidean distance
in a population, respectively. (e lower boundary lb and the
upper boundary ub are calculated by equations (11) and (12),
respectively. A quarter circle with the origin is drawn as the
center and lb and ub as radius, respectively, as shown in
Figure 1(b). (en, the region formed by the two arcs is
divided into rings. (is way is used to structure a new grids
system, where the width of each ring is a constant parameter
d.

(e specific process of using grid strategy to improve the
reproduction of BFO is shown in Algorithm 3.

Some of the formulas are as follows:

lb �
min(ED) − (max(ED) − min(ED))

(2 × div)
, (11)

ub �
min(ED) − (max(ED) − min(ED))

(2 × div)
. (12)

(us, the width of each ring d can be formed as

d �
(ub − lb)

div
. (13)

(e coordinates of any individual in the decision space-
based grid are determined as

G(A) � floor
F(A)

d
 , (14)

where G(A) is coordinate of individual A in decision space-
based gird, F(A) is the actual value of individual A in de-
cision space.

4.3.Encoding. To solve the IM problem, the data structure of
each bacterium is redefined to establish the mapping rela-
tionship between the bacterium and the initial seed node set.
In NDBFO, the solution vector is redefined as a discrete
form. For an initial node set including k nodes selected,
which is expressed in the form of the solution
Xi(i � 1, . . . , pop) and defined as a k-dimensional discrete
vector Xi � (xi1, . . . , xik). Figure 3 shows an example of
encoding. (e example shows a bacterium
Xi � (3, 6, 9, 17, 25, 39, 55), which means that the seven
nodes in graphs 3, 6, 9, 17, 25, 39, and 55 are a set of
candidate initial seed nodes that can spread those influences
in social networks.Initial node-k is xik (xik ∈ V, V is a node
set that represents all users).

4.4. Problem Solving Process. (e process of the NDBFO
algorithm proposed in this paper to solve the CTLI model is
shown in Figure 4. First, initialize the population, and
calculate the CTLI values of the individuals in the pop-
ulation. (en, enter the three-layer cycle structure of the
NDBFO algorithm, including the novel chemotaxis process
and novel reproduction process proposed above, where the
comparison for fitness value of the individual is converted to
the comparison of CTLI value.

(1) For each bacterium in the population
(2) Calculate the fitness of each bacterium.
(3) Tumble: generate a vector Δ(i) by equation (7). Transform the chemotactic direction vector into probability c by equations (8) and

(9).
(5) Swim: continue to change the node in the probability by equation (10) until the new probability does not dissatisfy the criteria of

equation (10).
(6) End

ALGORITHM 2: Novel chemotaxis process.
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5. Experimental Study

Firstly, we conduct the experiment parameter sensitivity to
prove the influence of parameter variation on algorithm
performance.(e DBFO with novel chemotaxis strategy and
reproduction strategy is compared with the original DBFO
on four real-world social networks to evaluate the proposed

novel chemotaxis strategy and reproduction strategy. Af-
terward, the Degree, Distance, DegreeDiscount, PageRank
are used to do performance comparison algorithms with
NDBFO on influence spread. By optimizing the CTLI
function for Football, NetScience, Power, and NetGRQC
network, we can get the advantages and disadvantages of the
NDBFO on these real-world instances. (e main

x2

x1

(a)

x2

x1

(b)

Figure 1: An example of the distribution of individuals in grid. (a) Grid strategy. (b) Improved grid strategy.

mink (P) maxk (P)

ubklbk
dk

k

Figure 2: (e setting of a grid in kth dimensional decision space.

(1) Each dimension of decision space is divided into M hyperboxes.
(2) While size (P)> pop/2
(3) If only one hyperbox has the highest crowding degree:

Compute the fitness of each individual in this hyperbox.
Remove the individual with the largest value of fitness.

(4) If more than one hyperbox have the same crowding degree:
Pick one at random from the same hyperbox.
Compute the fitness of each individual in this hyperbox.
Remove the individual with the largest value of fitness.

(5) End While
(6) Replicate these pop/2 individuals in the population end up

with the size of population equal to pop.

ALGORITHM 3: Novel reproduction process.
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parameters’ setting of compared algorithms is referred to in
[12, 29, 37, 38]. (e attributes for all of the above instances
are shown in Table 1.

(is experiment uses four real-world social networks:
Football, NetScience, Power, and NetGRQC network.
Football represents 115 college football games played in the
United States in 2000, where a node denotes a Football team
and an edge means playing a game between two nodes. In
NetScience and NetGRQC, a node represents an author, and
edges denote coauthorships between scientists. In Power, an
edge denotes transmission lines and transformer branches

between nodes. (e attributes for all of the above instances
are shown in Table 2.

5.1. Experiment 1: Parameter Selection. In NDBFO, n
(population size) and CR (selection rate) have an excellent
effect for experimental results, so we use comparative ex-
periments to get the value of n and CR with different values
on four instances based on IC models, including Football,
NetScience, Power, and NetGRQC network. Furthermore,
rest parameters setting are referred to in [32].

5.1.1. Analysis of n. In this experiment, we only need to
control other parameters to keep consistent, only change the
value of n. Here, CR is set to 0.5. (e setting of n includes 10,
50, 80, 100, 120, 150, and 200. As shown in Figure 5, when
the value of n is 50, the value of CTLI is the most smooth and
best on all four instances. So, the value of n was set to 50.

5.1.2. Analysis of CR. It is essential to maintain population
diversity to select a suitable CR value in the bacterium
update process. (is experiment follows the above experi-
mental setting for analyzing n, that is, the effect of different
values of CR for NDBFO on these four social network in-
stances. Table 3 shows the mean value of CTLI, where CR
varies from 0.1 to 1. As can be seen from Table 3, the optimal
solution changes with the increased value of CR.

Clearly, the changed values of CR did not have much
effect on Football social networks.(e value of CTLI is stable
between 35 and 36. (e same conclusion is reached on the
NetScience social network. On a robust social network, the
CTLI value where CR� 0.1 is significantly higher than that
with other values, but when CR is not 0.1, CTLI values’
difference is not apparent. (e change in the CR values
makes a noticeable difference in CTLI values on the
NetGRQC social network. When CR� 0.5, NDBFO has the
best effect on the NetGRQC social network. In conclusion,
the CR value is set to 0.5.

5.2. Experiment 2: Effect of the Proposed Reproduction
Strategy. (e proposed NDBFO algorithm joined the pro-
posed novel reproduction strategy (DBFO-nrep) compared
with the original DBFO on the Football network, NetScience
network, Power network, and NetGRQC network. (e
y-axis is CTLI values on four real-world networks, respec-
tively. Moreover, the x-axis is the number of iteration. It can
be used to detect whether the proposed novel reproduction
strategy can increase the performance by comparing the two
algorithms’ trends in these two curves.

As shown in Figures 6(b) and 6(c), in each iteration, the
curve obtained by DBFO with the best CTLI value con-
verges almost faster than that obtained by DBFO-nrep. As
shown in Figures 6(a) and 6(d), in most iteration, the curve
obtained by DBFO with the best CTLI value converges
almost faster than that obtained by DBFO-nrep. Besides,
the final CTLI value of DBFO is significantly better than
that of DBFO-nrep. Specifically, the superiority of DBFO
over DBFO-nrep is gradually enhanced on the Football

3 6 9 17 25 39Bacterium

Initial seed node set

Initial node-1 Initial node-7...

55

Figure 3: Example of encoding.

Start

Initialization

Elimination-dispersal loop: 
l=l+1

Compute values
of CTLI 

End

Reproduction loop: 
k=k+1

Chemotaxis loop: 
j=j+1

Novel 
chemotaxis 

process

Novel 
reproduction

process

l<Ned?

l<Nre?

j<NC?

NO

YES

NO

YES

YES NO

Figure 4:(e flowchart of the NDBFO algorithm to solve the CTLI
model.

Table 1: Attributes of the four comparison algorithms.

Algorithms Parameters
Degree Null
Distance Null
DegreeDiscount Null
PageRank Damping factor q� 0.85
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network, NetScience network, and NetGRQC network with
the progress of evolution. On the Football network,
Compared to DBFO, DBFO-nrep kept a great advantage
until the 20th iteration, and DBFO began to surpass DBFO-
nrep after the 20th iteration. On NetScience network and
Power network, DBFO has maintained its advantage
throughout the optimization process compared to DBFO-
nrep. On the NetGRQC network, the performance of
DBFO-nrep is better than that of DBFO in the 7th to 12th
iteration, and DBFO has a better performance compared to
DBFO-nrep in the rest iterations. From the above analysis,
it can be shown that the proposed novel reproduction
strategy effectively improves the performance of the
original DBFO.

5.3. Experiment 3: Effect of the Proposed Chemotaxis Strategy.
(e proposed NDBFO algorithm joined the proposed novel
chemotaxis strategy (DBFO-nche) compared with the
original DBFO on Football network, NetScience network,
Power network, and NetGRQC network instances. It can be
proved whether the proposed novel chemotaxis strategy can
increase the original DBFO algorithm’s performance by
comparing the rising trend in Figure 7.

As shown in Figures 7(a), 7(b), and 7(d), in each iter-
ation, the curve obtained by DBFO with the best CTLI value
converges almost faster than that obtained by DBFO-nche.
As shown in Figure 7(c), in most iteration, the curve ob-
tained by DBFO with the best CTLI value converges almost
faster than that obtained by DBFO-nche. Besides, the final
CTLI value of DBFO is significantly better than that of
DBFO-nche. Specifically, the superiority of DBFO over
DBFO-nche is gradually enhanced on the Football network,
NetScience network, and NetGRQC network with the
progress of evolution. On Football network, NetScience
network, and NetGRQC network, DBFO maintains better
performance compared to DBFO-nche throughout the it-
eration. Compared to DBFO-nche, DBFO kept a significant
advantage in the Power network until the 50th iteration, and
DBFO-nche began to surpass DBFO after the 50th iteration.
With 60th iteration, DBFO overrode DBFO-nche. After the
above analysis, the proposed novel chemotaxis strategy ef-
fectively improves the performance of the original DBFO.

5.4. Experiment 4: Comparison of Influence Spread.
Tables 4–7 list the influence spread results of algorithms:
NDBFO, Degree, Distance, DegreeDiscount, PageRank,
DBFO on Football network, NetScience network, Power
network, and NetGRQC network, respectively. (e best
results in Tables 4–7 are shown in bold.(e changed value of
the seed size has a significant influence on their perfor-
mance. From these tables, the performance of Degree-
Discount, PageRank, and DBFO is at a medium level on
most of the involved real-world network instances. Besides,
degree and distance perform worst on most of the involved
real-world network instances.

In Figures 8(a), 8(b), and 8(d), NDBFO always does
better than other algorithms. Specifically, NDBFO obtains a
considerable performance advantage on NetScience net-
works and NetGRQC networks where the seed size� 20 and
seed size� 15 separately. From the curve of DegreeDiscount
and DBFO, their trends are very similar, where the seed size
is from 3 to 35. (e performance of DBFO does better than
that of DegreeDiscount, where the seed size� 40. (e de-
gree’s performance gradually stagnates where the seed size is
from 15 to 35 on NetScience network and NetGRQC

Table 2: Attributes of the four real-world social networks.

Network Feature Nodes Edges Average degree
Football Undirected, weighted 115 613 10.66 [36]
NetScience Undirected, weighted 1589 2742 3.45 [13]
Power Undirected 4941 6594 2.67 [39]
NetGRQC Undirected 5242 14496 5.53 [39]
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Figure 5: Results by NDBFO with different n on four social
network instances.

Table 3: Results by NDBFO with different CR on four social
network instances.

CR Football NetScience Power NetGRQC
0.1 35.39 45.58 36.60 118.31
0.2 35.27 44.79 37.03 114.76
0.3 35.28 45.22 37.01 113.79
0.4 35.31 44.76 37.28 111.92
0.5 35.34 44.97 37.00 118.35
0.6 35.46 44.23 37.14 114.46
0.7 35.35 44.43 37.11 115.75
0.8 35.24 44.92 37.06 115.65
0.9 35.51 44.98 37.18 112.50
1.0 35.62 44.56 37.06 116.70
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Figure 6: Comparisons of performance between DBFO and DBFO-nrep. (a) Football network, IC. (b) NetScience network, IC. (c) Power
network, IC. (d) NetGRQC network, IC.
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Figure 7: Continued.
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network. Furthermore, the degree’s performance on dif-
ferent networks varies greatly, and its performance has
declined where the seed size� 40 on the NetGRQC network.
In these algorithms, the performance of distance is worst on
the NetScience network and NetGRQC network.

Figure 8(c) shows no significant difference between
NDBFO and Degree or DegreeDiscount when the seed size
of the initial activation node set is from 15 to 35. In other
cases, the performance of NDBFO has absolute advantages
compared to the other algorithms. (e value of CTLI
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Figure 7: Comparisons of performance between DBFO and DBFO-nche. (a) Football network, IC. (b) NetScience network, IC. (c) Power
network, IC. (d) NetGRQC network, IC.

Table 5: (e influence spread results for the NetScience network.

Algorithms k� 3 k� 5 k� 10 k� 15 k� 20 k� 25 k� 30 k� 35 k� 40
NDBFO 9.7087 15.337 26.954 39.27 42.492 52.103 60.721 66.574 74.188
Degree 8.8242 13.107 25.158 32.091 35.483 37.33 43.51 53.17 61.244
Distance 3.438 5.5254 10.6 15.791 20.622 25.941 30.985 40.273 45.539
DegreeDiscount 8.8242 14.011 25.401 35.286 44.191 52.1 59.787 63.697 65.732
PageRank 8.1711 13.118 22.477 30.524 39.292 47.683 55.237 62.757 69.488
DBFO 8.9532 14.031 25.403 35.235 43.827 51.886 59.317 65.690 73.315

Table 4: (e influence spread results for the Football network.

Algorithms k� 3 k� 5 k� 10 k� 15 k� 20 k� 25 k� 30 k� 35 k� 40
NDBFO 5.8002 9.5806 18.894 27.324 35.286 42.982 50.263 59.87 65.365
Degree 5.6691 9.1253 17.861 24.82 32.344 38.608 45.569 51.635 57.662
Distance 5.6691 9.0804 16.995 24.342 31.712 38.177 44.833 50.898 55.827
DegreeDiscount 5.6691 9.1253 17.861 26.09 33.658 40.776 47.022 53.908 59.946
PageRank 5.7297 9.2706 18.074 26.309 34.074 41.567 48.31 54.329 59.375
DBFO 5.7613 9.5321 18.734 26.88 34.441 41.843 48.674 54.602 60.574

Table 6: (e influence spread results for the Power network.

Algorithms k� 3 k� 5 k� 10 k� 15 k� 20 k� 25 k� 30 k� 35 k� 40
NDBFO 6.5389 10.705 19.931 28.996 36.014 44.329 54.021 60.196 69.61
Degree 6.2405 10.112 19.324 28.026 36.41 44.311 52.325 60.216 67.679
Distance 3.5159 5.6527 11.103 16.541 21.547 26.941 32.571 38.093 43.355
DegreeDiscount 6.2405 10.112 19.324 28.026 36.61 44.856 52.917 61.155 69.188
PageRank 5.8739 9.1697 18.309 26.186 33.352 41.084 49.038 56.69 64.016
DBFO 6.2441 10.118 19.324 27.890 35.981 43.163 50.803 58.121 64.945
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obtained by distance varies very little where the seed size of
the initial activation node set is between 20 and 35.

(e performance of PageRank and DBFO is at the
middle level in most cases. Similarly, the performance of
distance is worst on the NetScience network and NetGRQC
network.

6. Conclusions

We propose a new bacterial foraging optimization algorithm
(NDBFO) to solve the IM problem, formulated as a discrete
optimization problem. We tested the effectiveness of the
newly incorporated strategies for NDBFO separately. We
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Figure 8: Comparisons of influence spread among six algorithms. (a) Football network, IC. (b) NetScience network, IC. (c) Power network,
IC. (d) NetGRQC network, IC.

Table 7: (e influence spread results for the NetGRQC network.

Algorithms k� 3 k� 5 k� 10 k� 15 k� 20 k� 25 k� 30 k� 35 k� 40
NDBFO 29.293 45.23 76.746 91.56 113.26 129.16 147.79 159.91 180.35
Degree 28.282 41.606 62.771 78.906 84.292 91.63 91.677 90.792 89.666
Distance 3.6336 5.9581 19.2 31.11 36.898 47.77 53.494 59.706 66.461
DegreeDiscount 28.282 42.966 69.283 91.634 111.4 129.76 143.29 149.63 151.91
PageRank 12.626 19.319 32.226 53.846 68.591 80.692 98.794 110.04 121.17
DBFO 28.283 42.974 69.282 92.247 110.141 125.76 142.389 151.76 161.75
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have conducted a set of experiments to investigate the
performance of NDBFO for the influence maximization
problem, in comparison with Degree, Distance, Degree-
Discount, PageRank, and DBFO on four real-world net-
works: Football network, NetScience network, Power
network, and NetGRQC network. (e results show that
NDBFO is a powerful optimizer for the IM problem, per-
forming better than other comparison algorithms.

We have only shown the robust performance of the
NDBFO algorithm in these four test cases at present.
(erefore, we cannot assert that the performance of NDBFO
is more potent than other comparison algorithms in all
cases.

Accordingly, in the future, we will concentrate on
proposing a new set of objective functions and developing
IM problems in different cascade models. Meanwhile, we
will research the advantages and disadvantages of other
swarm intelligent optimization algorithms for solving IM
problems to find the optimal scheme for the IM problem.
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